Power of Interior Branding
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WHAT IS INTERIOR BRANDING?
Interior Branding is a tool to communicate the essence of your company’s brand identity through the design of your physical environment - which
can be a retail space, a day or medical spa, a restaurant and even an office. This includes both the tangible, such as the interior design & visual
aesthetic, to the intangible, such as the ambiance and mood within your environment.
A physical space is a very important asset to influence a consumer. When a client enters your store or spa, you have the ability to create a
bubble around them with your brand. You engage them at every touch point and help them develop an emotional connection with your
brand. This is your BIGGEST opportunity to create a memorable impression upon your consumer, and to elevate your service or
product from a commodity to an object of desire in the minds of your consumer.
This has become a very important investment for all types of businesses in
recent years. Many companies who were not typically design-oriented have
realized that good design can be integral to developing consumer loyalty,
case-in-point Microsoft opening up their own “branded” boutiques after seeing
the success of the Apple stores and brand.
Although interior branding as a business strategy has become a phenomenon
in recent years, it is not new. In fact, the luxury fashion sector can be
attributed to starting it. In the 1990’s, competition in the luxury fashion sector
became very intense with many players entering the market. Companies such
Chanel, Gucci, Louis Vuitton and other luxury brands started to use design
and atmosphere through their stores to convey their own brand identity,
differentiate themselves from competitors, and appeal to their target
market.

People lining up to enter the various luxury boutique on
a typical weekday at Harbor City Mall, Hong Kong

POWER OF INTERIOR BRANDING
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE ABOUT INTERIOR BRANDING FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
•

a branded interior highlights your values and
uniqueness

•

a branded interior attracts new target clientele
and creates a following of existing clients

•

a branded interior elevates your products or
services from commodities to objects of desire

•

a branded interior makes you more recognizable

•

a branded interior differentiates you from your
competitors

•

in a crowded marketplace with tight competition, you cannot afford to dismiss a branded interior

Interior branding is no longer a luxury for the conglomerate with deep pocket. Whether you are a boutique fashion or
beauty retailer, or a doctor with an aesthetic medical practice or medi-spa, a beautiful, thoughtfully designed and wellbranded space is very important to entice your consumer and garner brand loyalty.

EXAMPLES OF INTERIOR BRANDING	
  
creating design experiences that make compelling & memorable first impressions

Neihule Salon & Spa, Los Angeles
Interior Design: Seyie Design

EXAMPLES OF INTERIOR BRANDING	
  
we make your brand story come alive in your physical environment

Zainab Boutique, Los Angeles
Interior Design: Seyie Design
Photo: Zachary Cornwell

EXAMPLES OF INTERIOR BRANDING
translating your company’s visual identity into your own signature interior

Communities for Teaching Excellence — a project of Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, Los Angeles
Interior Design: Seyie Design
Photo: Devin Ford

ABOUT SEYIE DESIGN
our well-branded interiors help instill the desired perception
in the minds of your consumer

Seyie Design is a boutique design firm that brings fashion, function and interior branding to residences and beauty, fashion & lifestyle
clients. Whether it is to design a new space or refresh an old interior, we collaborate with you to translate your company’s brand identity into
the interiors of your retail boutique, day or medi-spa, and offices of your aesthetic medical practice. We help you create environments that
will entice your target clientele, and differentiate you from your competitors.
If you would like to find out how you can achieve a compelling interior branding for your company, please contact Seyie Putsure at
seyie@seyiedesign.com or 323.630.1841.

